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Alumni Survey

Dear Alumnus,

Greetings from Aurora’s PG College, Ramanthapur, your Almamater. 
We hope that you are at your best personally as well as professionally. Aurora’s PG College, Ramanthapur is 
conducting a short survey on the present curriculum to analyze the gaps between curriculum offered and the 
industry needs and to improve the curriculum with necessary additional inputs. You are requested to provide your 
inputs on to what extent your course has helped you in your career and what suggestions you would make to 
improve the curriculum further. Please answer the questions and submit your feedback. This will help us to �ll the 
gaps in the curriculum and train the students of Aurora as per the requirements of the industry.

Wish you all the Best.

With Best Regards,

Director 
Aurora’s PG College, Ramanthapur

Basic Information

Please provide your information for reference

MBA

MCA

Email address *

Name of the Alumnus* *

Programme studied in Aurora's PG College, Ramanthapur *

15/5/2021

kamakshi91@gmail.com

R.Kamakshi



Alumni Survey

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1y54s6yxdfIL7JpGYEoZpSp4b2dkXFayYR2bPGahhDrQ/edit#response=ACYDBNidvreH8_uCiTpxOVGirNqgP5nWh5INLLRcypZ_Xlu

HR

Employed

Pursuing Higher Education

Setup own business

Any other

ValueLabs LLP

Feedback Form

Please provide your feedback on the curriculum offered, and skills and knowledge acquired by you on a 5 
point scale. 

5:Excellent    |    4: Very Good    |    3: Good    |    2: Satisfactory    |   1: Poor

Specialization * *

Year of Passing at Aurora's PG College, Ramanthapur *

Present Status *

Details of Present status *
Name of the industry in case of employment. Name of degree, institution, university and place of study in case of
Higher Education. Name of the Business establishment in case of entrepreneurship. Any other details.

15/5/2021

2021

Marketing

Computer Applications

Finance
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Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Content and coverage of the curriculum *
Mark only one oval

Adequacy of the core courses *
Mark only one oval

Semester wise order of the courses *
Mark only one oval

Adequacy of the elective courses *
Mark only one oval

Workshops/Training Programs offered *
Mark only one oval

15/5/2021
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Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Project / Internship pattern *
Mark only one oval

Ability to adopt new technologies *
Mark only one oval

Ability to handle tasks /assignments as individual *
Mark only one oval

Ability to work in a team *
Mark only one oval

Overall knowledge gained from the curriculum *
Mark only one oval

15/5/2021
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Below are the few items I would like to suggest to get the beginners knowledge of it 
* Scripting Languages like nodejs(trending technology), AngularJS, ExtJS etc. 
* Cloud Computing like AWS 
* BI tools like PowerBI Desktop/App  -  Quick to learn and implement.  Can be used as 
Analytical Reports by Higher Management 
* XML and XSLT is being used in well-versed way 
* Servlets, JSP and Spring Framework 
* Automation Testing using Selenium(Have good future in this too) 
 
NOTE:  I'm an MCA graduate.  I was forced to select the Specialization value while �lling up this 
form since it was marked as a required �eld.  Please ignore it for me

Thank You

We sincerely appreciate you for taking time out of your busy schedule and giving your valuable feedback.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

If you have any suggestions regarding improving the present curriculum and
the skill set required by the industry with which you are associated, kindly
mark below.

 Forms

15/5/2021

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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Alumni Survey

Dear Alumnus,

Greetings from Aurora’s PG College, Ramanthapur, your Almamater. 
We hope that you are at your best personally as well as professionally. Aurora’s PG College, Ramanthapur is 
conducting a short survey on the present curriculum to analyze the gaps between curriculum offered and the 
industry needs and to improve the curriculum with necessary additional inputs. You are requested to provide your 
inputs on to what extent your course has helped you in your career and what suggestions you would make to 
improve the curriculum further. Please answer the questions and submit your feedback. This will help us to �ll the 
gaps in the curriculum and train the students of Aurora as per the requirements of the industry.

Wish you all the Best.

With Best Regards,

Director 
Aurora’s PG College, Ramanthapur

Basic Information

Please provide your information for reference

MBA

MCA

Email address *

Name of the Alumnus* *

Programme studied in Aurora's PG College, Ramanthapur *

15/5/2021

nagamani.guda@gmail.com

Guda. Nagamani
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HR

Finance

Employed

Pursuing Higher Education

Setup own business

Any other

IT software 

Feedback Form

Please provide your feedback on the curriculum offered, and skills and knowledge acquired by you on a 5 
point scale. 

5:Excellent    |    4: Very Good    |    3: Good    |    2: Satisfactory    |   1: Poor

Specialization * *

Year of Passing at Aurora's PG College, Ramanthapur *

Present Status *

Details of Present status *
Name of the industry in case of employment. Name of degree, institution, university and place of study in case of
Higher Education. Name of the Business establishment in case of entrepreneurship. Any other details.

15/5/2021

2021

Computer Applications

Marketing
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Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Content and coverage of the curriculum *
Mark only one oval

Adequacy of the core courses *
Mark only one oval

Semester wise order of the courses *
Mark only one oval

Adequacy of the elective courses *
Mark only one oval

Workshops/Training Programs offered *
Mark only one oval

15/5/2021
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Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Project / Internship pattern *
Mark only one oval

Ability to adopt new technologies *
Mark only one oval

Ability to handle tasks /assignments as individual *
Mark only one oval

Ability to work in a team *
Mark only one oval

Overall knowledge gained from the curriculum *
Mark only one oval

15/5/2021
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Thank You

We sincerely appreciate you for taking time out of your busy schedule and giving your valuable feedback.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

If you have any suggestions regarding improving the present curriculum and
the skill set required by the industry with which you are associated, kindly
mark below.

 Forms

15/5/2021

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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Alumni Survey

Dear Alumnus,

Greetings from Aurora’s PG College, Ramanthapur, your Almamater. 
We hope that you are at your best personally as well as professionally. Aurora’s PG College, Ramanthapur is 
conducting a short survey on the present curriculum to analyze the gaps between curriculum offered and the 
industry needs and to improve the curriculum with necessary additional inputs. You are requested to provide your 
inputs on to what extent your course has helped you in your career and what suggestions you would make to 
improve the curriculum further. Please answer the questions and submit your feedback. This will help us to �ll the 
gaps in the curriculum and train the students of Aurora as per the requirements of the industry.

Wish you all the Best.

With Best Regards,

Director 
Aurora’s PG College, Ramanthapur

Basic Information

Please provide your information for reference

MBA

MCA

Email address *

Name of the Alumnus* *

Programme studied in Aurora's PG College, Ramanthapur *

15/5/2021

Konda Suryakumar

kondasurya18@gmail.com
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Marketing

HR

Finance

Computer Applications

Employed

Pursuing Higher Education

Setup own business

Any other

Concentrix

Feedback Form

Please provide your feedback on the curriculum offered, and skills and knowledge acquired by you on a 5 
point scale. 

5:Excellent    |    4: Very Good    |    3: Good    |    2: Satisfactory    |   1: Poor

Specialization * *

Year of Passing at Aurora's PG College, Ramanthapur *

Present Status *

Details of Present status *
Name of the industry in case of employment. Name of degree, institution, university and place of study in case of
Higher Education. Name of the Business establishment in case of entrepreneurship. Any other details.

15/5/2021

2021
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Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Content and coverage of the curriculum *
Mark only one oval

Adequacy of the core courses *
Mark only one oval

Semester wise order of the courses *
Mark only one oval

Adequacy of the elective courses *
Mark only one oval

Workshops/Training Programs offered *
Mark only one oval

15/5/2021
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Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Poor

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

Project / Internship pattern *
Mark only one oval

Ability to adopt new technologies *
Mark only one oval

Ability to handle tasks /assignments as individual *
Mark only one oval

Ability to work in a team *
Mark only one oval

Overall knowledge gained from the curriculum *
Mark only one oval

15/5/2021
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Thank You

We sincerely appreciate you for taking time out of your busy schedule and giving your valuable feedback.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

If you have any suggestions regarding improving the present curriculum and
the skill set required by the industry with which you are associated, kindly
mark below.

 Forms

15/5/2021
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Faculty Survey

Dear Teacher,

Thank you for being a valuable asset to Aurora's PG College, Ramanthapur.

You are requested to provide your valuable feedback on the subjects you have taught in the previous semester and 
answer all the queries given in this survey form. This will help us in understanding the relevance of the course to the 
programme of study and analyse whether any enhancements are needed to the course and �ll the gaps in the 
interest of students. Kindly submit the form.

Thank you, 
Director,  
Aurora's P.G College, Ramanthapur

e.devender.rao77@gmail.com

Basic Information

Please provide your basic details along with the details of the subjects you have taught in the previous 
semesters

E.Devender Rao

Assistant Professor

Associate Professor

Professor

Email address *

Faculty Name *

Designation *

17/5/2021
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15w765oOp6ukoYsr_AV7JkOyljrDIP1zTm9-O78oPBrY/edit#response=ACYDBNh2JdlmSw8RjHRuTA-vRtN4MrGoy02wy-nGIwhYPPD

MBA

MCA

Data Warehouse,Data mining,operating System,EIT,Mangerial info. System,Information 
technology,Technology,Software Engg.,Mobile computing,E-Commerce,Software testing

MBA

MCA

Department *

Name of the subjects Please type full name of the subject handled *

Program under which the subject is taught *

Academic year in which the subject is taught *

Year - Semester *

I Year II Year III Year None

1 Semester

2 Semester

1 Semester

2 Semester

17/5/2021

2020-2021

2019-2020

2018-2019
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15w765oOp6ukoYsr_AV7JkOyljrDIP1zTm9-O78oPBrY/edit#response=ACYDBNh2JdlmSw8RjHRuTA-vRtN4MrGoy02wy-nGIwhYPPD

Section A

Section B

Section C

Section D

Section E

Section A1

Section B1

Section C1

Section D1

Section E1

Course Survey Form

Kindly answer all the questions given below

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Sections Handled

Depth of the course content *

17/5/2021
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15w765oOp6ukoYsr_AV7JkOyljrDIP1zTm9-O78oPBrY/edit#response=ACYDBNh2JdlmSw8RjHRuTA-vRtN4MrGoy02wy-nGIwhYPPD

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Applicability or Relevance to real life situations *

Extent of coverage of course *

Relevance of additional source material (Library) *

17/5/2021
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15w765oOp6ukoYsr_AV7JkOyljrDIP1zTm9-O78oPBrY/edit#response=ACYDBNh2JdlmSw8RjHRuTA-vRtN4MrGoy02wy-nGIwhYPPD

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Very High

High

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Thank You

Thank you for taking time and giving your valuable feedback.

Learning values ( In terms of knowledge, concepts, manual skills,analytical
abilities and broadening perspectives) *

Extent of effort required by the student *

Overall Rating *

17/5/2021
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This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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Faculty Survey

Dear Teacher,

Thank you for being a valuable asset to Aurora's PG College, Ramanthapur.

You are requested to provide your valuable feedback on the subjects you have taught in the previous semester and 
answer all the queries given in this survey form. This will help us in understanding the relevance of the course to the 
programme of study and analyse whether any enhancements are needed to the course and �ll the gaps in the 
interest of students. Kindly submit the form.

Thank you, 
Director,  
Aurora's P.G College, Ramanthapur

Basic Information

Please provide your basic details along with the details of the subjects you have taught in the previous 
semesters

Assistant Professor

Associate Professor

Professor

Email address *

Faculty Name *

Designation *

17/5/2021

yes.sandhya@gmail.com

S.Sandhya
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MBA

MCA

Operations Research,BRM

MBA

MCA

Department *

Name of the subjects Please type full name of the subject handled *

Program under which the subject is taught *

Academic year in which the subject is taught *

Year - Semester *

I Year II Year III Year None

1 Semester

2 Semester

1 Semester

2 Semester

17/5/2021

2020-2021

2019-2020

2018-2019
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Section A

Section B

Section C

Section D

Section E

Section A1

Section B1

Section C1

Section D1

Section E1

Course Survey Form

Kindly answer all the questions given below

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Sections Handled

Depth of the course content *

17/5/2021
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Applicability or Relevance to real life situations *

Extent of coverage of course *

Relevance of additional source material (Library) *

17/5/2021
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15w765oOp6ukoYsr_AV7JkOyljrDIP1zTm9-O78oPBrY/edit#response=ACYDBNjTwqbM_A024E6j1V0AMZIgFf4-i7IO3nCwhZXkzfPhu

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Very High

High

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Thank You

Thank you for taking time and giving your valuable feedback.

Learning values ( In terms of knowledge, concepts, manual skills,analytical
abilities and broadening perspectives) *

Extent of effort required by the student *

Overall Rating *

17/5/2021
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Faculty Survey

Dear Teacher,

Thank you for being a valuable asset to Aurora's PG College, Ramanthapur.

You are requested to provide your valuable feedback on the subjects you have taught in the previous semester and 
answer all the queries given in this survey form. This will help us in understanding the relevance of the course to the 
programme of study and analyse whether any enhancements are needed to the course and �ll the gaps in the 
interest of students. Kindly submit the form.

Thank you, 
Director,  
Aurora's P.G College, Ramanthapur

pratibha1507@gmail.com

Basic Information

Please provide your basic details along with the details of the subjects you have taught in the previous 
semesters

S. Pratibha

Associate Professor

Professor

Email address *

Faculty Name *

Designation *

17/5/2021

Assistant Professor
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MBA

MCA

Innovation Management

MBA

MCA

Department *

Name of the subjects Please type full name of the subject handled *

Program under which the subject is taught *

Academic year in which the subject is taught *

Year - Semester *

I Year II Year III Year None

1 Semester

2 Semester

1 Semester

2 Semester

17/5/2021

2020-2021

2019-2020

2018-2019
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Section A

Section B

Section C

Section D

Section E

Section A1

Section B1

Section C1

Section D1

Section E1

Course Survey Form

Kindly answer all the questions given below

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Sections Handled

Depth of the course content *

17/5/2021
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Applicability or Relevance to real life situations *

Extent of coverage of course *

Relevance of additional source material (Library) *

17/5/2021
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Very High

High

Moderate

Low

Very Low

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Thank You

Thank you for taking time and giving your valuable feedback.

Learning values ( In terms of knowledge, concepts, manual skills,analytical
abilities and broadening perspectives) *

Extent of effort required by the student *

Overall Rating *

17/5/2021
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Employer Survey

Dear Sir/Madam,

We sincerely thank you for recruiting our students and providing them employment in your esteemed organisation. 
We are in the process of analyzing our curriculum based on the industry requirements and take necessary steps to 
�ll the gaps by. In this regard, we request you to provide your valuable feedback and submit the below form by 
answering all the queries. This would help us in preparing our students to meet the industry requirements and thus 
helps industries in �nding the candidates with the required skill set. Looking forward to having a continuous and 
fruitful  association with your esteemed organization. 

Thanks and regards, 
Director 
Aurora's P.G College, Ramanthapur 

hr.vamtechsol@gmail.com

Basic Information

Please provide your information for reference.

VamTech Solutions

Arvind

Email address *

Name of the Industry *

Name of the Employer �lling the form *
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HR Manager

Feedback Form

Please provide your feedback on the performance of our students(overall impression) recruited by your 
industry based on their knowledge and skill set on a �ve point scale described below 
5 : Excellent   4 : Very Good   3 : Good   2 : Satisfactory   1 : Poor

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Designation *

Basic knowledge on management *

Understanding of concepts / functions *

Team working abilities *

Knowledge on recent tools and their usage *

6/5/2021
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1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Practical Skills *

Ability to grasp new ideas *

Ability to learn new skills *

Presentation/Reporting skills *

Communication skills *

Behavior and Etiquette *

6/5/2021
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Thank You

We sincerely appreciate you for taking time out of your busy schedule and giving your valuable feedback.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

If you have any suggestions regarding improving the present curriculum and
the skill set required by your industry, kindly write below.
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Employer Survey

Dear Sir/Madam,

We sincerely thank you for recruiting our students and providing them employment in your esteemed organisation. 
We are in the process of analyzing our curriculum based on the industry requirements and take necessary steps to 
�ll the gaps by. In this regard, we request you to provide your valuable feedback and submit the below form by 
answering all the queries. This would help us in preparing our students to meet the industry requirements and thus 
helps industries in �nding the candidates with the required skill set. Looking forward to having a continuous and 
fruitful  association with your esteemed organization. 

Thanks and regards, 
Director 
Aurora's P.G College, Ramanthapur 

hr.biomedkart@gmail.com

Basic Information

Please provide your information for reference.

Bio Medicals 

Ramya Sri

Email address *

Name of the Industry *

Name of the Employer �lling the form *

6/5/2021
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HR Manager

Feedback Form

Please provide your feedback on the performance of our students(overall impression) recruited by your 
industry based on their knowledge and skill set on a �ve point scale described below 
5 : Excellent   4 : Very Good   3 : Good   2 : Satisfactory   1 : Poor

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Designation *

Basic knowledge on management *

Understanding of concepts / functions *

Team working abilities *

Knowledge on recent tools and their usage *

6/5/2021
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1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Practical Skills *

Ability to grasp new ideas *

Ability to learn new skills *

Presentation/Reporting skills *

Communication skills *

Behavior and Etiquette *

6/5/2021
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Thank You

We sincerely appreciate you for taking time out of your busy schedule and giving your valuable feedback.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

If you have any suggestions regarding improving the present curriculum and
the skill set required by your industry, kindly write below.
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Employer Survey

Dear Sir/Madam,

We sincerely thank you for recruiting our students and providing them employment in your esteemed organisation. 
We are in the process of analyzing our curriculum based on the industry requirements and take necessary steps to 
�ll the gaps by. In this regard, we request you to provide your valuable feedback and submit the below form by 
answering all the queries. This would help us in preparing our students to meet the industry requirements and thus 
helps industries in �nding the candidates with the required skill set. Looking forward to having a continuous and 
fruitful  association with your esteemed organization. 

Thanks and regards, 
Director 
Aurora's P.G College, Ramanthapur 

hr.highrediustechnologies@gmail.com

Basic Information

Please provide your information for reference.

High Radius

Krishna

Email address *

Name of the Industry *

Name of the Employer �lling the form *

6/5/2021
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Hr Executive

Feedback Form

Please provide your feedback on the performance of our students(overall impression) recruited by your 
industry based on their knowledge and skill set on a �ve point scale described below 
5 : Excellent   4 : Very Good   3 : Good   2 : Satisfactory   1 : Poor

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Designation *

Basic knowledge on management *

Understanding of concepts / functions *

Team working abilities *

Knowledge on recent tools and their usage *

6/5/2021
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1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Practical Skills *

Ability to grasp new ideas *

Ability to learn new skills *

Presentation/Reporting skills *

Communication skills *

Behavior and Etiquette *
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Thank You

We sincerely appreciate you for taking time out of your busy schedule and giving your valuable feedback.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

If you have any suggestions regarding improving the present curriculum and
the skill set required by your industry, kindly write below.
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